


 

 

 

 

 

How to Make Cold Process Soap 

by Amanda Gail 

 
Learn to make natural handcrafted soap from scratch in your own kitchen.  
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Hello! We’re Amanda Gail and Benjamin Aaron, 
husband + wife soaping duo!

Amanda Gail began making soap in 2008. Amanda has authored several soapmaking eBooks 

including her most popular eBooks, Lovin Soap Studio’s Cold Process Soap Recipe Book and 

How to Color Cold Process Soap + Swatch Guide. Her E-course, Formulating Cold Process 

Soap Recipes, has taught soapmakers all over the world how to create skin-loving recipes. Amanda 

teaches at conferences and seminars, spreading the craft of soapmaking far and wide. 

Benjamin Aaron has been handcrafting and selling soap and body care products since 2007. From 

wholesaling nationwide to health food chain stores to running a retail storefront, Benjamin has learned 

countless lessons through trial and error, failing and learning. His book, How to Wholesale 

Handcrafted Soap, has helped many soap makers get into the wholesale arena. His other book, 

Essential Oil Blends for Handcrafted Soap, inspires soap makers to creatively blend scents for 

soapmaking.

Benjamin is a business and life coach at InspiredOdyssey.com.  

Together they run Lovin Soap Project, a non-profit that teaches soap making in developing countries 

around the world. Find out more at www.lovinsoapproject.org. 

Amanda and Benjamin reside in Kansas City, MO in a tiny minimalist apartment/studio and both enjoy 

black coffee, craft beer, writing and connecting with soap makers all over the world!
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JOIN OUR FACEBOOK GROUP

I love soap so much that I made a Facebook group dedicated to soap making! 
My Facebook group, Saponification Nation, has grown into a large 

community of soapers who all share this love of soap. It is our own place on 
the web where we can support each other, share tips and tricks, share 

recipes, celebrate your wins, and troubleshoot your failures all in a positive, 
no drama atmosphere.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/
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Introduction 
I started making soap in 2008.  I was a craft junky.  Knitting, jewelry making, paper crafting and 
painting…I tried them all.  One day while browsing in the local craft store I noticed the soapmaking and 
candle aisle.  I bought all the supplies needed to make melt and pour soap, went home, made soap and was 
hooked!  I soon started researching different soapmaking methods and ingredients and decided that cold 
process soap was what I wanted to try next.  I realized the skin benefits of using a more natural soap and 
my house soon filled with lavender soap, oatmeal soap, pumpkin soap and one of my favorites to 
make…coffee scrub soap.  Then I got more into the design and aesthetics of soapmaking – creating fabulous 
swirls and pieces of art using brightly colored micas and techniques modified from paper marbling and 
painting.  Soap was my art medium.     

No matter your reason for jumping into the craft of soapmaking, one thing is for certain...your skin will 
thank you.  What we put ONTO our bodies is just as important as what we put INTO our bodies.  When you 
make your own soap you are able to control what you put onto your body by choosing skin loving oils and 
butters such as olive oil and shea butter, beneficial additives such as herbs and clays and natural essential 
oils such as lavender and tea tree that you can mix and combine to create powerful aromas.   

Many people with skin conditions, such as eczema, or other sensitivities do well when using gently 
formulated handmade soap.  Many soap makers begin their soapmaking journey to help relieve their skin 
condition or a family member's skin condition. 

Soapmaking is a bit like baking.  Just as every baker has their own recipe, technique and design for making 
a chocolate cake, every soap maker has their own way of whipping up a batch of soap.  Although this book 
provides you with my technique and process, I encourage you to read other books and learn other 
techniques and methods.  You'll soon find your own rhythm and create a process all your own.  Always 
remember to make safety a top priority no matter what method you use.  

Before you make your first batch of soap, I recommend that you read this book from front to 
back to get an overall view of the process.  I hope that this book serves you as a guide as you 
begin your journey into soapmaking. 

 

-Amanda Gail
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A Brief History 

Along with beer making and prostitution, soapmaking is one of the oldest industries in the world.  And 
because of this, the beginnings are a bit speculated.  There have been ancient recipes and descriptions of 
soapmaking found throughout early civilizations.     

The earliest evidence of soapmaking dates back to 2200 B.C.  A Mesopotamiam clay tablet from that time 
was found and had a primitive soap recipe and directions inscribed on it.  The formula consisted of cassia 
oil, potash (lye from hard wood ash) and water.   

There are records of Babylonians making soap for a living.  Wealthy Babylonians would have servants who 
rubbed their body with soap made of animal fats, water and ashes.  The servants would then pour water 
from jars to rinse them off. 

The more common (and fictional) legend of soapmaking’s beginnings is from around 1000 B.C. in Rome.  
There are many variations.  Animal sacrifices were made on Mount Sapo (a fictional hill).  Fats from the 
burnt animals would mix with ash and somehow made it down into the Tiber River clay (with the help of 
rain, perhaps) where clothes were being washed.  It was quickly realized that clothes washed at this spot 
were getting cleaner and the connection was made between the fat, ashes and water.            

Prior to the modern soapmaking of today, soapmaking in the 1800’s and early 1900’s was a utilitarian 
household chore.  It was standard for families to make soap to both bathe with and to use for household 
cleaning.  Soap was traditionally made by boiling together lard, rendered and cleaned from butchered 
animals or from grease drippings collected throughout the year, and homemade lye (liquid potash) which 
was made from pouring water over ashes and collecting the brown liquid that was leached out.  This didn't 
make a hard soap like we have today; it made a soft or gel-like soap.  The soft soap was stored in a barrel or 
other container and scooped out for use.  The soft soap was made into a hard soap by adding salt and 
boiling it down.   

"Lye soap!  That'll scrub your hide clean off!" 

It was difficult to determine the strength of the homemade lye and soap would sometimes come out "lye 
heavy".  Often described as harsh or biting, many people remember this type of soap when they think of 
homemade lye soap.  Nowadays we are able to accurately calculate the amount of lye needed to saponify an 
oil or mix of oils.  We make soap that is superfated which means there is a bit of oil left unsaponified to give 
our soap conditioning properties.   
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What is Soap?  
Soap is an emulsifier and surfactant. You’ve probably heard of the term emulsifier. An emulsifier is a 
substance that creates an environment in which water and oil can mix.  

Soap cleans your skin by emulsifying oil and water together. The emulsified mixture is then rinsed off, 
leaving behind squeaky-clean skin.  

In soapmaking, a combination of base oils, such as coconut oil, olive oil and avocado oil, is mixed with a lye 
solution. The chemical reaction, which then takes place, is called saponification. After saponification, we 
are left with completely new substance, soap! Soap is made up of the salts of fatty acids, natural glycerin 
and, because we superfat our soap, a bit of unsaponified oils which give our soap emollient and 
conditioning properties. There is no lye left in the finished soap.  

If you want to delve into the chemistry of soapmaking, I highly recommend reading Kevin Dunn’s book, 
Scientific Soapmaking.  
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Equipment and Tools 
You don’t need a bunch of expensive specialty equipment when just starting out.  You might even have 
some of these items available in your home.  Some of the items can even be picked up at garage sales or 
thrift stores if you want to save a few bucks. 

Keep your utensils and containers that are used for soapmaking separate from those that you use to cook 
with.  Most people believe this is because of the sodium hydroxide; it has actually more to do with fragrance 
and essential oils that you use.  You don’t want your mac and cheese tasting like patchouli and orange 
essential oil. 

 

Digital Scale – Most ingredients for making soap, especially the oils and lye, need to be weighed using a 
scale.  I recommend getting a digital scale that plugs into the wall.  One run with batteries only can be 
unreliable once the batteries start running low.  You want a scale that has options for both grams and 
ounces.  Make sure it has a tare button to zero out the weight of the measuring containers.     
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Mixing Utensils – Stick to spoons and spatulas made out of silicone, hard plastic or stainless steel.  
Although mixing soap with a big wooden spoon is a romantic notion, avoid wood as it can splinter over time 
when exposed to lye.  You don’t want splinters in your soap! 

Stick Blender – You will need a stick blender or immersion blender to blend the soap.  Although this isn’t 
necessary, it does help cut down on the mixing time to bring your soap to emulsion and trace.  They come 
with plastic or stainless steel shafts – either will work.  Be sure you get one with a detachable shaft to make 
cleanup easier.      

 

Mold – Soap is fluid when poured.  You will need something to hold it as it hardens overnight.   

There are many types of molds you can use for soaping ranging from more expensive wooden loaf and slab 
molds to inexpensive “found” molds including Pringles cans, yogurt cups and shoeboxes. 

I talk about gel stage below; we’ll talk about what that is in the advanced topics section later in the book.   

Wooden Loaf Molds – These molds must be lined using freezer paper or plastic. In my experience, soap 
usually gels without added insulation. Soaping in colder climates might require more insulation such as 
towels or blankets to help force gel completely. You’ll want to purchase a mold made of a hard wood such as 
poplar that is untreated. Treated wood can react if exposed to unsaponified soap as well as to heat in your 
oven if you choose to use your mold in the oven for any reason (such as forcing gel). 

Wooden Slab Molds – Same as wooden loaf molds. 

Plastic or PVC Slab Molds – These are nice if you do not want your soap to gel. Some soapers even put 
these into the fridge or freezer to stop gel. If you do want to gel your soap, insulate well. You can try 
wrapping your mold in towels and even putting it on top of a warm heating pad to add heat and help force 
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gel. Soap can be trickier to remove from plastic molds especially if un-gelled or if molds have intricate 
designs and crevices. Try preparing your mold with mineral oil or add beeswax to your recipe to help 
release your soap easier. 

Individual Cavity Molds – Same as Plastic or PVC Slab Molds. Individual cavity molds are especially 
good for salt bars as they don’t require cutting. They come in plastic or silicone.   

PVC Pipe – Great for making round soap. Leave soap in mold for 24-48 hours, pop in freezer for an hour 
and push soap out one end. Slice to desired thickness. You can line PVC pipe molds with 3x15” flat poly 
bags.  

Yogurt Cups, Cream Cheese Containers and Other Plastic Food Containers – Great for small 
batches or “overflow”. I keep a handful of these containers around for leftover soap after I’ve poured my 
wooden loaf mold. They do not need to be lined. 

Shoeboxes and Other Cardboard Boxes – These molds need to be lined.  

Plastic Storage Boxes and Tupper Ware Containers – If containers are thicker and not easily 
flexible, you will need to line in order to remove your soap easier. If the container is more flexible, then you 
may not need to line.  

Silicone Baking Ware – Great for soaping! These types of molds do not require lining and soap is easily 
removed because of the flexibility.  

Pringles Cans – Can be used lined or not. If not lined, you can simply peel the container away from the 
soap and throw away. If you line with freezer paper, you can sometimes get more than one use out of the 
container. They must be insulated well if you want a full gel or can be put into the fridge or freezer to 
prevent gel. 

Orange Juice Containers – Square cardboard orange juice containers make great molds and produce 
large square bars of soap. You do not need to line them since they have the waxy coating to begin with. 
Once your soap hardens you can peel away the container.  

Other molds you can use include wooden drawers, cigar boxes, shipping tubes…the list goes on and on. 

With all of the above said, I find that I stick to 10” silicone loaf molds from Bramble Berry. You don’t have 
to line them and they are super simple to use.  

Containers for Making Your Lye Solution – I recommend using only stainless steel or heavy duty 
plastic.  Paint mixing plastic containers from the hardware store work great.  No glass. Even though Pyrex 
is known for never shattering, I’ve heard stories of soapers who have had containers shatter over the years, 
due to lye etching the glass and causing week spots. I would stay away from Pyrex for making your lye 
solution.  
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Containers for Weighing out Oils and Mixing Soap – I recommend using a stainless steel pot, a 
large glass measuring bowl, a bucket or heavy duty paint mixing containers.   

 

Sodium hydroxide reacts with aluminum, creating hydrogen gas, so make sure that the only metal you use 
is stainless steel.  
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Ingredients 
Oils and Butters  

 

Oils and butters can be found locally but I recommend purchasing from soap suppliers to save some 
money.  

Refer to the Soapmaking Oil Chart and Fatty Acid Profiles at LovinSoap.com for more information on the 
properties of oils and butters in soap.  (http://www.lovinsoap.com/oils-chart/) 

Sodium Hydroxide 

 

It wouldn’t be a “lye” if I told you that ALL soap is made with sodium hydroxide.  You can occasionally find 
this at your local hardware store.  Just make sure you are getting 100% sodium hydroxide.  But to be extra 
careful and save money, I recommend purchasing it from a supplier. Sodium hydroxide is a highly corrosive 
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substance and safety precaution must be followed when using it. We’ll go over safety in just a bit.  

Where does sodium hydroxide come from?  Sodium hydroxide (along with chlorine stemmed from the 
same process) is the result of a salt solution (sodium chloride in water) processed by electrolysis.  Salt 
deposits are found all over the world, some of the most pure deposits are found underground.  The salt is 
mixed with water and pumped from the earth as salt brine.  It is then put through the process of electrolysis 
to make sodium hydroxide and chlorine.  Electrolysis is basically a method of passing an electric current 
through a liquid or solution.   

Scenting Your Soap: Essential Oils and Fragrance Oils 

  

Working with scents and aromas is a powerful thing.  Scents can evoke memories and emotions in a person 
and that is truly part of the magic of soapmaking.  As soapmakers, the scents we choose for our soap reflect 
emotions, memories, places and so many other things.  We’re inspired to make soap scented with a mix of 
essential oils that makes us think of a perfume our grandmother used to wear, a garden we used to play in 
as a child or maybe a mix of spicy oils that remind us of our mother’s kitchen around the holidays.  And 
when someone else, even a complete stranger, holds that bar of soap to their nose and takes in the aroma 
they will have their own reflection, journey back in time or memory conjured up.  And that is a powerful 
thing.          

Both fragrance oils and essential oils are used to scent soap.     

Fragrance Oils 
Fragrance oils are synthetic aromatic oils that are produced in a lab.  They are usually made up completely 
from synthetic components or a mix of synthetic components and natural essential oils.  Fragrance oil 
producers and perfumers are unlimited as to what aromas they can mimic and you'll find aromas that 
reflect those naturally found such as lavender, peppermint, orange and also more unique ones such as hot 
fudge sundae, leather, cherry and even puppy’s breath!   

Usage in soap:  Fragrance oils can typically be added to soap at .5 - 1 ounce per pound of oils.  Refer to the 
supplier’s guideline and recommended usage rates.  If the supplier doesn’t have one, then I would start at 
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.75 ounce per pound of oils and go up or down from there.  Most reputable suppliers will be able to 
recommend usage rates and also will be able to tell you how the fragrance oil reacts in the high pH 
environment of soap.   

There are some considerations when working with fragrance oils.   

Discoloration:  Some fragrance oils can discolor soap.  Vanilla or anything with vanilla can turn your 
soap various shades of tan and brown.  If you choose any bakery type of scent that might contain vanilla, be 
sure you keep that in mind when choosing your colorants.  A green colored soap scented with vanilla turns 
out to be an ugly murky green tinted tan.  There are vanilla color stabilizers on the market but most are not 
stable past a certain number of months and the soap will turn anyways.   

Acceleration:  Some fragrances can cause your soap to move fast, get thick quickly or even rice or seize 
(totally harden up in the pot).  Floral and spice fragrances are notorious for acceleration.  Adding these 
types of fragrances to the oils before adding your lye solution can sometimes help with this issue and give 
you more time to work with fast moving fragrances.   

Overheating:  Some fragrance oils can cause your soap to heat up and sometimes overheat causing your 
soap to crack or even mushroom out of the mold.  Just like acceleration, these are typically your floral and 
spice fragrances but can also be random fragrances that come out of nowhere.  If you are working with a 
fragrance oil that makes your soap hot, be sure you soap at cooler temps, don’t insulate your mold and you 
can even put your soap in front of a fan or in the fridge or freezer to keep the temps down.      

It’s best to purchase fragrance oils from a supplier that tests their fragrance oils to ensure they work with 
cold process soap.  Not all fragrance oils are created equal.  You also want to make sure the fragrance oils 
you purchase are cosmetic grade and body safe.  You will run across fragrance oils that are created for use 
in candles or even some that are mixed with DPG (Dipropylene Glycol) for use in oil burners.  Don’t use 
these in soap.      

Essential Oils 
Essential oils are oils extracted from part or the whole of a plant by distillation or expression.  Some 
common essential oils available to soapmakers are peppermint, lavender, tea tree, orange, patchouli, basil, 
lemongrass, litsea, anise, plus many more.  Essential oils also have therapeutic qualities and just like 
perfumers, soapmakers mix them together to create synergistic blends especially good for aromatherapy.  
Essential oils are considered a more natural way to fragrance soap.   

The topic of essential oils is too great and important of a topic for me to discuss in a basic soapmaking 
book.  If you'd like to use them, I really encourage some further reading on the topic to learn their 
properties, uses and contraindications.  There are several wonderful essential oil books out there.  I highly 
recommend books by Robert Tisserand (www.roberttisserand.com) or Kayla Fioravanti 
(www.kaylafioravanti.com).   

Essential oils are categorized into different notes including top notes, which are your bright, sharp, moving, 
dancing and sometimes fleeting oils, base notes which are your strong, pungent, bottom, heavy, grounding 
and anchoring oils and middle notes which are oils that round out, complete, punctuate and help to add 
complexity to a blend.   



WANT MORE RECIPES + 

ESSENTIAL OIL BLENDS? 

Do you want to add essential oils to scent your soaps, 
but you are not quite sure which ones to use? Benjamin 
Aaron compiled 75 essential oil blends for cold-process 
soap from his personal blending library. So, skip the trial 
and error and go straight to proven best-selling blends!

Essential Oil Blends for Handcrafted Soap 

Are you bored of your same old soap recipes? Would 
you like to try some new soap recipes? Try our #1 
bestselling eBook packed with 50 recipes for cold 
process soap and 64 essential oil blends! These new 
recipes are sure to inspire your creative self!

Lovin Soap Studio Cold Process Soap Recipe eBook 

Benjamin used to run a soap company called Prairie 
Soap Company. He had a retail store and wholesaled 
soap all over the U.S. in national food chain stores. He 
closed it to start a non-profit with me, Lovin’ Soap 
Project! So I asked him if he would be willing to share all 
of his recipes and he said YES! 

Cold Process Soap Recipes by Benjamin Aaron 

All soap recipes are palm-free! 

http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/essential-oil-blends-handcrafted-soap-ebook-benjamin-aaron-75/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/essential-oil-blends-handcrafted-soap-ebook-benjamin-aaron-75/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/lovin-soap-studio-cold-process-soap-recipe-book/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/cold-process-soap-recipes/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/essential-oil-blends-handcrafted-soap-ebook-benjamin-aaron-75/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/lovin-soap-studio-cold-process-soap-recipe-book/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/lovin-soap-studio-cold-process-soap-recipe-book/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/cold-process-soap-recipes/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/cold-process-soap-recipes/
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Coloring Your Soap: A Rainbow of Choices 

 

There are many types of soap colorants you can use to color your cold process soap.  Here are some of the 
more widely used types. 

Mineral Pigments (Oxides and Ultramarines) 
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Once commonly mined from the earth, mineral pigments are now usually lab created to insure stability in 
production and purity.  Mined material would sometimes contain lead, mercury or other harmful 
components. These lab created materials are considered “nature identical” which means that their chemical 
makeup is the same as how they occur in nature.   

Pigments color soap by suspension of their tiny particles throughout the soap mixture. Pigments are usually 
stable in high pH mixtures and tend to stay true to their color in CP or HP soap. Start with a quarter of a 
teaspoon per pound of oil and go up from there to get the desired color you are looking for. Mixing can 
sometimes be tricky; I recommend mixing the dry pigment with a teaspoon or more of oil or liquid glycerin. 
If it is clumpy, simply break up the clumps with a pop sickle stick or spoon.  

You can add your color at any point. If your soap will be a solid color, I recommend blending the pigment 
into the oils, before adding the lye, using your stick blender.  If you are dividing your soap out at trace for 
multiple colors, you can add the pigment to thinly traced soap and mix with your stick blender to fully 
disperse the color.  

Synthetic Dyes  
Dyes are synthetically produced colorants that are commonly found in the food and cosmetic industry.  
Dyes are probably the most finicky to work with, especially in the high pH of cold process soap. Even 
“tested and true” dyes advertised by suppliers have been hit or miss in my experience with them.    

You want to stick with dyes that are FD&C (Food, Drug and Cosmetic) or D&C approved for skin care 
products or labeled as cosmetic grade. Dyes work by actually changing the color of the product you are 
using them in.  

Dyes are notorious for color morphing. Imagine making a beautiful shade of orange that goes perfect with 
the orange fragrance oil you are using only to wake up the next morning and it’s a hideous shade of gray! It 
still smells good, but not the color you were going for. Be extremely careful when using dyes and only start 
out using ones that have been tested in CP or HP soap. Dyes come in liquid or powder form and usage rates 
vary so check with the supplier you are buying them from. 
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Mica 

 

Mica is what gives cosmetics, paint and other products sparkle. Mica comes in tiny flakes – the bigger the 
flakes the more surface area for light to reflect, the mores sparkly it will be. Mica works best in translucent 
products, like clear glycerin soap, but still lends a shimmer or pearlescent look to CP soap.  Mica is colored 
using pigment or dye coatings. Micas can be hit or miss in the high pH of soap so make sure the micas that 
you buy are cold process soap stable.  Micas colored using dyes can bleed or migrate in your soap.   
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Natural Colorants 

 

My favorite colorants to use are natural colorants including spices, herbs, clays and other botanical 
powders resulting in beautiful natural colors of cold process soap.  Natural colorants are generally added by 
oil infusion, lye infusion or by adding powder at trace.  Common natural colorant powders include 
turmeric, paprika, cinnamon, alkanet root, madder, powdered mint, rose clay and charcoal. There are so 
many to choose from!  

I highly recommend the eBook by Ruth Esteves, Coloring Soap Naturally, to get ideas for how to best use 
natural colorants in your soap.    

Usage rates vary, but typically you can start with 1 teaspoon of natural colorant per pound of oil and go up 
or down from there.  

 



LEAN MORE ABOUT 

COLORING YOUR SOAP! 

Are you confused by how to color soap? Do you 
dread the idea of testing colorants? Have you had 
problems with your batches when using colorants? 

This detailed, downloadable eBook, ‘How to Color 
Cold Process Soap eBook + Swatch Gallery + 
Troubleshooting Guide,’ is packed full of valuable 
information. It will answer those burning questions 
about how to use colorants in soap. It will provide 
you with over 200 real color soap swatches, and a 
trouble shooting guide! Whether you are soaping 
with mica, mineral pigments, cosmetic pigments, 
dyes, clays or natural spices and herbs, you will 
become a master at coloring cold process soap after 
using this eBook!

How to Color Cold Process Soap 

Have you ever wondered how to color your soap 
naturally with plant colorants? No oxides, no 
clays, no ultramarines…just plants? Just natural 
soap colorants. 

This eBook takes different plant colorants and 
shows you three techniques to get the best 
results for coloring your soap – naturally.  A 
Palm-Free basic recipe is included with suggested 
additives for each plant color, as shown on the 
cover, to get you started. 

Natural Soap Color by Jo Haslauer 

http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/how-to-color-cold-process-soap-ebook/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/how-to-color-cold-process-soap-ebook/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/natural-soap-color-ebook-jo-haslauer/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/natural-soap-color-ebook-jo-haslauer/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/natural-soap-color-ebook-jo-haslauer/
http://www.lovinsoap.com/shop/how-to-color-cold-process-soap-ebook/
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Water in Soapmaking 

Water is used to dissolve the lye.  Distilled water is preferable as tap water can contain minerals, metals and 
other contaminants.  

We’ll talk more about water usage later in this eBook.  
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Lye Safety 

Sodium hydroxide is a highly caustic chemical.  Contact with skin and eyes can cause severe irritation, 
burns and blindness. 

 

When handling lye, you must wear safety goggles to protect your eyes and gloves to protect your hands.  
One splash of lye solution into your eye can permanently damage your eyesight.    

Always make sure your environment is free from distractions including pets, children and other family 
members.  

When making your lye solution, always add your lye to the water- NEVER add your water to the lye or a 
volcanic eruption can occur. One way to remember this is to say to yourself, ‘snow falls on the lake, lye 
falls on the water’. Make sure you mix your lye in a well-ventilated area as it does let off fumes when 
first mixed with water.  

An Important Note on Vinegar  
If you’ve done some research on soapmaking you have heard or come across that vinegar is often used to 
neutralize lye.  Though this is true, you never want to use vinegar on your body to neutralize lye solution 
you might have splashed on yourself.  This is because vinegar neutralizes lye by “flashing it out” and can 
cause an even greater burn by doing so on your skin.  If lye has gotten onto your skin, simply rinse off with 
cold water.  If lye has gotten into your eye, rinse with water and contact poison control or go ahead a get to 
the emergency room.  Lye can permanently damage your eye causing blindness.  No matter how 
comfortable you become with soaping, always wear proper eye protection.  It only takes one splash to 
damage your eyesight forever.     

If you spill lye on the counter or floor you can spray with a vinegar solution to neutralize and wipe up with a 
paper towel.   

Bottom line:  If you get lye on your skin, flush with water.  If you get lye on a surface, neutralize with 
vinegar and rinse/wipe up with water. 
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Keep a copy of an MSDS for sodium hydroxide (your supplier can provide one) nearby and the number to 
poison control written on it.  An accident probably won’t happen…but if it does…you’ll be ready.  Make sure 
all of your family members (adults and kids) understand the danger of sodium hydroxide and what it can 
do.  Clearly mark all containers that will hold your lye solution so no one wondering through the kitchen on 
soaping day confuses it for a beverage.  Again…not likely…but anything is possible
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Using a Scale  
Accurate weighing of lye, oils and water is necessary for consistent and successful soapmaking. If you’ve 
never used a scale before, practice weighing ingredients using the directions that came with your scale. 
Place a container on the scale. Hit tare. By hitting tare, you are zeroing out the weight of the container. You 
want to weigh only what you place into the container, not the container itself.    

Let’s Make Soap 

Basic Soap Recipe 
This is a really great basic recipe that makes an excellent soap, perfect for any body type. I used this recipe 
in soap that I used to sell and also use it in classes that I teach. But feel free to use any recipe from the 
recipe section. The steps for the process are the same for most any basic recipe.   

Olive oil - 14 oz. 
Coconut oil - 10 oz. 
Shea butter - 4 oz. 
Rice Bran oil - 4 oz. 
Water - 9 oz. 
Sodium Hydroxide - 4.5 oz. 

Lavender Essential Oil - 1 oz.  
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The Basic Process 
Step 1 - Weigh lye and water into two separate containers. 
Gear up in your goggles and gloves before you handle the lye.  Do not attempt these steps until 
you have read the section on lye safety.   

Place your empty water container on the scale and press tare.  This will subtract the weight of the container 
and the scale should read zero.  Weigh out the water.   

 

Remove the water container and place the empty container for the lye on the scale.  Again…tare the scale so 
it reads zero.  Weigh out the needed amount of lye.   

Immediately close and secure the unused lye.  Don’t ever leave unused lye uncovered as it can absorb 
moisture from the air.     

You should have two containers; one with water and one with lye.   
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Step 2 - Pour the lye into the water while stirring.  
It is very important that you pour the lye into the water and not the water into the lye.  If you were to pour 
the water onto the lye…a crust would form trapping vapors underneath and the mixture would explode out 
of your container.  Remember…snow falls on the lake…lye falls on the water.   

Never use a glass container to mix the lye solution in, as it heats up quickly and can cause a glass container 
to shatter.  Use either a stainless steel spoon or a silicone utensil to stir.  Stir it…let it sit until it becomes 
clear (5-10 minutes) then stir again to make sure all of the lye is dissolved.   

It will fume…so stand back while stirring and stir in a well ventilated area. 

 

Your lye solution will heat up to 190-240 degrees Fahrenheit depending on the temperature of your initial 
water.  I like to use cold distilled water for making the lye solution.  This helps keep the temp down a bit.  
Set your lye solution to the side to cool down. The lye solution will start out cloudy and then clear as it 
cools. 
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Never leave the lye solution unattended or within reach of children or pets.   

Step 3 - Weigh out the hard oils/butters and melt.   
Hard oils are any oils that are solid at room temperature, such as coconut oil, palm oil, cocoa butter and 
shea butter.  When doing small batches I like to measure out my hard oils into the container that I will be 
mixing in.   

Set your container on the scale and press tare so that the scale reads zero.  Weigh out your first solid oil.  
Press tare so that the scale says zero and measure out the next solid oil into the same container.  Repeat for 
each solid oil.  If you're following the basic recipe above, then you'll measure out the coconut oil and shea 
butter.   

 

Next we'll need to melt them. You can either use the microwave to melt the oils or if you’re doing a big 
batch – melt the oils in a stainless steel pot on the stove.  Use low-med heat.  Melt the oils just until melted 
and not longer.   
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Step 4 - Weigh out the liquid oils.   
You can either weigh out the liquid oils directly into the melted oils or you can measure them out into a 
separate container and then add to the melted oils.  If you are new, I recommend measuring the liquid oils 
out into a separate container. Here, I’m simply going to measure the liquid oils into the melted oils.    

Place your container onto the scale and press tare so it reads zero.  Weigh out the liquid oils pressing tare 
between each one.  If you're following the basic recipe above then you'll need to weigh out the olive oil and 
rice bran.   

 

Step 5 - Add the essential oil to the melted oils.   
You can either weigh the essential oil into a separate container or you can place the container of oils on the 
scale, tare the scale and add the correct amount of essential oil. Never measure essential or fragrance oils 
into plastic or Styrofoam as it can eat through the container.   
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Step 6 - Add any colors and additives.  
If you are making a single colored soap, you can add your color at this point. If you have additives to add, 
you can add here as well.     

Step 7 - Time to stickblend! 
Gear up in your goggles and gloves if you took them off to prepare the oils. 

Touch the outside of both the oil container and the lye container.  They should feel warm but not hot.  If 
they feel hot, then let them sit for a bit longer.  I typically don't take temps but you certainly can and it's 
probably a good idea when just starting out.  Aim for a temperature of 90-110°F for the oils and lye.  If the 
lye is a bit cooler you shouldn't have any problems...you just don't want it too hot.    

Pour the lye solution into the melted oils.  Stir as you pour (you can use your stick blender turned off). 
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Submerge your stick blender into the soap mixture and pulse for about 10 seconds.   

Turn off the stick blender and mix manually for about 5-10 seconds.  Make sure you move your stick 
blender around and are pulling the mixture from the bottom of the container to the top.  Repeat until you 
reach trace.



A Visual Guide to Trace 
The lye solution is added and stickblender turned on.   

 

The soap is starting to emulsify. You can tell by the color starting to change. We know its not done yet 
because you can clearly see oil separated either floating on top or as streaks throughout the mixture.  Keep 
mixing. 

 

Below, the soap is nice and emulsified. It is similar in color and there is no oil floating on top. You could 
probably pour this into the mold, but to be certain, mix until a clear trace has shown.   
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Below, is soap that has traced. Trace, in the soapmaking world, is the term used when you can visually see 
soap sit on the surface of the mixture when drizzled off of a spatula or stick blender.   

 



Step 7 - Pour the soap into your mold. 

 

 

Step 8 - Cleanup. 
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When you pour your soap into the mold make sure you use a silicone spatula to get out every bit of soap 
that you can from the container.  If you have a bit left over, keep a small container like a yogurt cup or 
single cavity mold available for overflow.  Never pour raw soap down the drain.  Wipe all of the raw soap 
from containers and utensils then wash everything as usual with an oil cutting cleaner.   

I know some people that use cloth towels to wipe everything down, leave them to sit until the next day and 
launder as usual once it’s turned into soap.  I’ve run into issues with this, as soap has oils left unsaponified.  
You don’t want that oil buildup in your washer.     

Step 9 - Unmold and cut your soap. 

Most soap can be unmolded 24 hours after being poured.  Soap that is high in soft oils might need an extra 
24 hours to harden up enough to unmold and cut.  Soap that is high in hard or brittle oils might be ready a 
bit sooner.  If your soap went through gel phase then it might be ready to unmold sooner than soap that did 
not going through gel phase.  
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Once unmolded, your soap can be cut.  There is no right way or wrong way to cut soap.  It is simply a matter 
of preference.  You can cut it into chunks or bars.  Try a couple of different shapes and widths and see what 
feels best in your hand.  To cut soap you can use a stainless steel knife or my favorite tool, a pastry cutter.  
There are also many cutters on the market that help with consistency and cutting even bars.  

Here are some examples of soap cutting tools.  

A simple miter box with a straight pastry cutter can be used to make clean and smooth cuts.   

 

A miter box with a vegetable crinkle/wavy cutter can be used for unique wavy cuts.  

 

Below is a fancier cutter. It is a multi-bar cutter that uses guitar strings to cut a whole loaf of soap with one 
swoop.  These are bit more expensive but are great for getting consistent and perfect cuts of soap.   
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Perfectly cut bars of soap! 

 

Curing and Storing Your Soap 
Cold process soap needs to cure 4-6 weeks.  During the cure time, water evaporates making your soap 
harder and longer lasting in the shower.  Also during this time, the last bit of saponification takes place 
making your soap less harsh and much nicer to use.   

Soap is best cured in a cool dry area with plenty of air circulation.  Line up the soap in rows making sure 
that the bars are not touching.  If your curing rack is metal, make sure it is stainless steel and not aluminum 
as there can be a tiny amount of active lye upon cutting. 
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Congratulations, you’ve made soap!   
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Advanced Topics in Soapmaking 

To Gel or Not to Gel 
The gel stage is the heating stage of saponification.  Once you pour your soap into its mold and it is properly 
insulated, it will start to heat up. It starts with the soap turning translucent in the middle and then spreads 
out to the edges. Check out this goat’s milk soap that is just starting gel phase.  

 

If your mold is not insulated or not able to hold heat then your soap might not gel.  No worries, soap does 
not have to gel in order to come out properly. 

To gel or not to gel is simply a matter of personal preference.  To gel your soap, make sure that it is properly 
insulated.  It can sometimes be harder to get gelled soap in plastic tray type molds and is easiest to get 
gelled soap in wooden molds.  The biggest difference between gelled and un-gelled soap is the color of it. 
Colors can sometimes appear darker in gelled soap.  Un-gelled soap can also take longer to harden and 
might require more curing time. Check out this soap. The darker color went through gel phase in a log mold 
and the lighter round soap (from same batch) did not go through gel phase. What a different in color! 
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Please note that some fragrances, especially floral type scents, honey and other additives, can heat your 
soap up.  It can sometimes be impossible to prevent gel.  Many soap makers choose to try and prevent gel 
when soaping with milk, as milk soap heats up and can overheat causing cracks and other issues. 

If you notice that most of your soaps end up with a partial gel, you can help force a full gel by putting your 
soap in its mold into a warm oven or even onto a warm heating pad.  Be sure to make sure that your mold 
can withstand the oven temperatures or added heat. 

Sometimes it can be alarming to see your soap going through gel phase. Now you know what is going on.  

Temperatures in Soapmaking 
If you’ve read any of the early modern soapmaking books, they will tell you that your oil and lye need to be 
the exact same temperature or wacky things will occur. This simply isn’t true. They should both be in a 
range but do not need to be exactly the same. Many early modern soapmakers used technical manuals from 
large soap manufacturers to get info for kitchen, small batch soapmaking. These soap manufacturers were 
making huge vats of soap, mixing up hundreds of gallons of oils and lye solution at a time. With such large 
quantities that hold in heat, you do have to be more aware of temperatures.  

A good range to be in is 80° F - 120° F for both your oil mixture and lye mixture.  

How does heat affect your soap? 

Soaping cooler, at temperatures of 80° F-100° F, your soap will take longer to trace. When soaping at cooler 
temperatures you have to be wary of getting a false trace. False trace is when your oils have cooled too 
much and the hard oils, such as cocoa butter or coconut oil, have started to solidify, not actually trace. You 
have to soap pretty cool for this to happen though.  

Soaping warmer, at temperatures of 100° F-120° F, your soap will move more quickly to trace. Heat speeds 
up the process and your soap can get thicker faster. If you are just doing a solid colored soap, this is okay. 
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But if you are doing an intricate swirled design where you have to divide out four colors and swirl, then you 
need more time. Soap cooler.  

Using the process in this book, I find that my lye is usually at 110° F and my oils are closer to 80° F when I 
mix to make soap.  

I recommend purchasing an infrared thermometer to take temperatures. These point-and-shoot 
thermometers take surface temp, so be sure to stir your oils or lye solution before temping. If you do get a 
candy thermometer, make sure it is stainless steel.  

 

Once you get the hang of soapmaking, you’ll be able to simply touch the side of your containers to see if the 
lye solution and oil mixture are in suitable ranges.  

Ash 
Soda ash (commonly referred to as ash) is a pesky little problem that just about every soap maker has 
encountered at one time or another.  You put your soap to bed…wake up in the morning and there is a 
white powdery layer of “something” blanketing the surface of your soap. 

What is that “something?”  It is sodium carbonate.  Sodium carbonate forms where lye meets air.  We know 
it is sodium carbonate if it is soluble in water (you can rinse it off) and it completely covers the surface of 
the soap that is exposed to air.   

How do we prevent it? 

Cover your soaps with wax paper or plastic wrap to keep the air from “touching” your soap surface as it 
saponifies. If you’ve created peaks, a designed surface or a swirl, then you can spritz with alcohol. I usually 
pour my soap, wait about 10 minutes for it to set up a bit, spritz with alcohol, spritz again after an hour.  

You’ll want to use the highest grade of rubbing/isopropyl alcohol that you can find. Alcohol works by 
dissolving the ash as it forms and by creating a barrier between the soap and air.  

If we get it, how do we remove it? 
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Since ash is just an aesthetic issue you can remove it from the bar of soap to “fix” the problem.  You can do 
this by rinsing it off with water either by putting it under running water or by rubbing it off with a damp 
cloth.  If your soap bars have flat surfaces, you can use a vegetable peeler to remove the ashy surface.  

I’ve heard of some people using a steamer to steam the ash off.  

Nowadays, I simply embrace it. If I forget to spritz a soap with alcohol to prevent it, I just go with it. 
Sometimes I even like the look! Check out this ashy soap colored using turmeric and topped with 
cornflowers.  
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Determining Batch Size 
Many times you run across recipes that are written in percentages. These are great because you can convert 
them into workable recipes for any size of mold or production. Sometimes the process of converting 
percentages to the recipe size that you need can be confusing. Let’s walk through it. 

 

I have this nifty silicone mold from Bramble Berry. After checking out the website I see that it holds 50 oz. 
of soap and measures 10″ x 3 5/8″ x 2.25″. Before I convert my recipe from percentages to ounces…I need 
to know the amount of oil that it holds. 

50 oz. of soap means it holds 50 oz. of finished soap (water + lye+ oils). I need to know how much oil it will 
hold so I can convert my percentages to ounces of oils. 

I use the formula l(length) x w(width) x h(height) x .4 to determine how many ounces of oil my recipe needs 
to include. 

So for the BB loaf mold: 
10 x 3.625 x 2.25 x .4 = 32.625 oz. 

I like to do fluffy tops so I will add about 4 extra ounces so I have enough soap on top. 

My recipe needs to contain 37 oz. of oils (I rounded up). 

My recipe in percentages looks like this: 

Olive oil – 50% 
Coconut oil – 32% 
Shea butter – 8% 
Avocado oil – 8% 
Castor oil – 2% 

To convert the above percentages you will multiply each ingredient’s percentage by 37 oz., which will equal 
total oils needed (or the 100%). 
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Olive oil – 37 x .5 = 18.5 oz. 
Coconut oil – 37 x .32 = 11.84 oz. 
Shea butter – 37 x .08 = 2.96 oz. 
Avocado oil – 37 x .08 = 2.96 oz. 
Castor oil – 37 x .02 = .75 oz. 

So your oils required are: 

Olive oil – 18.5 oz 
Coconut oil – 11.84 oz 
Shea butter – 2.96 oz 
Avocado oil – 2.96 oz 
Castor oil – .75 oz 

(You can always round the above numbers to create whole numbers.) 

Run this through a lye calc to get the lye amount needed. 

Lye – 5.28 oz (5% SF) 

I double my lye amount to get my water amount. (Ignore the water amount the lye calc gives you.) 

Water – 10.56 oz 

So my final recipe is: 

Olive oil – 18.5 oz 
Coconut oil – 11.84 oz 
Shea butter – 2.96 oz 
Avocado oil – 2.96 oz 
Castor oil – .75 oz 
Lye – 5.28 oz 
Water – 10.56 oz 

This recipe will make a total of 52.85 oz of soap. 

BB’s site states that the mold will hold 50 oz…so we’re good! I always prefer to have a bit extra soap than 
not enough. 

If you want extra to make higher peaked soap…then calculate for extra soap. 

Water in Soapmaking 
Water in soapmaking is used to dissolve the lye crystals.  It is not recommended to use tap water as it can 
contain metal, minerals, calcium and other contaminants that will end up in your soap and could react with 
lye.  I tend to stick with distilled water.  A high amount of the water is eventually evaporated out of the soap 
bar during the curing time.  Using more water will result in softer soap that takes longer to unmold and 
cure.  Using less water (water discounting) results in soap that firms up faster and takes less time to cure 
(as far as water evaporation).  Soap is still better if left to cure 4 weeks or longer to make a milder bar 
regardless of how much water is discounted.  
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I calculate my water based on the lye amount in a recipe, not the oil amount.  So you must first determine 
your lye amount based on your oils used.  After you've determined the lye amount you can now calculate 
the water amount.  The most common "non-discounted" lye and water solution is 27% lye and 73% water.  I 
recommend this amount for soapers just starting out or if you are testing a new fragrance oil or using 
ingredients that accelerate trace.  Lye calculators will calculate this for you but in case you would like to 
figure it out on your own here is an example.   

To calculate a non-discounted water amount use this formula: 

Water = Lye Amount * 73 / 27  

So if your recipe calls for 2 oz of lye: 

Water = 2 oz lye * 73 / 27 

Water = 5.4 oz  

I typically multiply my lye amount by 2 to get my water amount.  This gives my solution a ratio of about 
33% lye and 66% water and the formula is easy to remember.  So if my formula calls for 2.2 ounces of lye, I 
will use 4.4 ounces of water.   

I do not recommend using a discounted water solution higher than 40% lye and 60% water (water = lye * 
1.5).  Please note that using a higher water discount means that your lye solution will be much more 
concentrated and more dangerous if it comes in contact with your skin or other surfaces.  You want to be 
careful in discounting water for recipes that contain clays or oatmeal as these ingredients absorb water and 
can cause cracking if a high water discount is used.  You also want to be careful in discounting water when 
using new fragrance oils and other additives, as you don't know how the fragrance oil might react or affect 
trace. 

This might be a bit confusing until you get some more experience so don’t fret.  You can use an online soap 
calculator to get the correct water and lye amounts to use.  It’s just nice to know how it all works.   

Online Lye Calculators  
When you are ready to formulate your own recipes you’ll need to run the recipe through a lye calculator in 
order to determine the correct lye/water amounts to make sure your oils that you choose go through 
saponification thoroughly and you are not left with lye heavy soap or soap that is too heavily superfatted.  
Even if you do your calculation by hand it is still a good idea to check against a lye calculator to make sure 
you didn’t make an error. 

I also like to run recipes that I find online or in books through a lye calculator.  People make mistakes and it 
always helps to double check the lye amounts. My favorite lye calculator to use is The Sage’s1 lye calculator.  
It seems to be the most simple to use.  Soap Calc2 is neat but sometimes soapers get lost in all of the output 
numbers and it can get a bit confusing.   Bramble Berry3 has a wonderful app that you can install on your 
phone or iPad, which works wonderfully and even sends alerts when a soap that you’ve made is ready to 
use.   
																																																													

1 www.thesage.com 
2 www.soapcalc.net 
3 www.brambleberry.com	
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Superfatting and Lye Discounting 
Superfatting your soap simply means adding an excess amount of oil so you end up with a bit of oil left 
unsaponified.  Lye discounting is when you discount the lye amount to leave some of the oils unsaponified.  
The end result is the same for both terms.  This excess oil provides your soap with unsaponified oils to give 
your soaps moisturizing or emollient properties.  This process also acts as a type of "insurance" or "buffer" 
making sure that your soap will not come out lye heavy.  A good range for superfatting is typically 3-8%.  If 
you go below that you could end up with lye heavy soap or soap that is generally too harsh.   

If you superfat with high percentages you are left with high amounts of unsaponified oils in your soap.  This 
can make your soap soft and sticky. A soap calculator will have an input field for superfatting and will 
calculate this for you.   

As you can see below the lower the superfat or lye discount the higher amount of lye is used.  The higher the 
amount of superfat or lye discount the lesser amount of lye is used leaving a higher content of unsaponifed 
oils.   

Recipe with no lye discount 

8 oz olive oil 
4 oz palm oil 
4 oz coconut oil 
2.384 oz lye 
 
Recipe with 5% lye discount 

8 oz olive oil 
4 oz palm oil 
4 oz coconut oil 
2.265 oz lye 
 
Recipe with 8% lye discount 

8 oz olive oil 
4 oz palm oil 
4 oz coconut oil 
2.194 oz lye 
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Terms to Know 
Acceleration - Acceleration is the rapid and fast movement of the oil and lye mixture to trace. Some 
additives can cause soap to move quickly and heat up including honey, sugar, milk, oatmeal and floral and 
spice fragrance oils.  

Ash - Ash is a white dusty layer of sodium carbonate formed the top of soap exposed to air after being 
poured into a mold.  

Color Morphing - Color morphing is when you make soap one color but it changes either immediately or 
over time. Dyes are known to color morph in the high pH of soap. There are pH stable dyes available from 
soap suppliers.  

Caustic - Sodium hydroxide is a highly caustic chemical, capable of burning, corroding, or destroying 
living tissue. 

Cure Time - Cure time is the time that you have put your soap to rest to dry and become mild. The normal 
cure time for cold process soap is four weeks.  

DOS (Dreaded Orange Spots) –When you see bright orange spots start to pop up on your soaps this usually 
indicates that your soap is going rancid. This can be due to improper storage, humidity, soaping with 
bad/old oils, etc. Always get your oils from a reputable source and store your cured soap in a cool dry place 
away from heat and humidity. 

Distillation - Distillation is one of the processes used to create essential oils. Steam is run through plant 
material, picking up the essential oil and taking it to another chamber in a distiller. The water is then 
separated from the essential oil.  

Dyes (FD&C and D&C) - Dyes are synthetic colorants used to color soap.  

Emulsifier - An emulsifier is something that allows or creates an environment in which oil and water can 
mix. Soap is an emulsifier.  

Emulsion – Emulsion is the point in which your oil and lye solution have been mixed and should not 
separate. You don’t have to have visible trace to heave a solid emulsion.  

Essential Oils - Essential oils are a natural way to scent soap. They are oils extracted from part or the 
whole of a plant by distillation, expression or extraction.   

Expression - Expression is a process used to make essential oils. Most citus oils are made by expressing 
the aromatic oil from citrus peel.  

Fragrance Oils - Fragrance oils are synthetic aromatic oils that are produced in a lab. They are used to 
scent soap.  

Gel Phase - Gel phase is the heating phase of saponification where the soap heats up and turns translucent 
in color.   

Lye - Lye is the caustic used to turn oils and fats into bar soap. Also called Sodium Hydroxide and 
abbreviated as NaOH.  
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Lye Discount - In modern soapmaking we use a lye discount to reduce the amount of lye in a given recipe 
to leave a certain amount of oil unsaponified.  

Mica - Mica is a type of synthetic soap colorant. Mica, originally mined from the earth but now produced in 
labs, is coated with either pigments or dyes to create bright cosmetic colorants.  

MSDS - Materials Safety Data Sheets are important to have on hand when working with sodium 
hydroxide. They tell you (or medical response persons) safety procedures to follow in case of an accident. 
They also tell you have to store sodium hydroxide safely. 

Potassium Hydroxide - Potassium hydroxide is the caustic used to turn oils and fats into liquid soap. 
Abbreviated as KOH.  

Raw Soap - Raw soap is soap that is still in liquid form before it has gone through saponification. It is an 
emulsion of the lye solution and base oils.  

Soap Calculator - A soap calculator easily lets you calculate the amount of lye needed for a mix of base 
oils. You simply enter the base oils and amounts that you want to use, hit calculate, and it will tell you the 
amount of lye needed and water recommended.  

Saponification – Saponification is a chemical reaction between the fatty acids in oils and a caustic soda 
solution (lye or NaOH) that produces a salt (soap!) 

Sodium Carbonate - Sodium carbonate is the result of active lye in freshly poured soap reacting to air. 
Also called ash, it is harmless when formed on top of soap.  

Sodium Hydroxide - Sodium hydroxide is the caustic used to turn oils and fats into bar soap. Also called 
Lye and abbreviated as NaOH. 

Superfat - In modern soapmaking we use a superfat to leave a certain amount of oil unsaponified. We 
have more fat than we have lye to turn it into soap.  

Trace - Trace is when your soap has emulsified and is thick enough to leave a mark on the soap surface 
when you drizzle raw soap from a spatula or stick blender while mixing.  

Tare - Tare means to zero the scale, therby subtracting the weight of a container.  

Common Soapmaking Abbreviations 
SAP – Saponification Value 

CP – Cold Process 

HP – Hot Process 

RTCP – Room Temp Cold Process 

CPHP – Crock Pot Hot Process  

OHP – Oven Hot Process 

CPOP – Cold Process Oven Process 
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MP – Melt and Pour 

EO – Essential Oil 

FO – Fragrance Oil 

DOS – Dreaded Orange Spots 

KOH – Potassium Hydroxide 

NaOH – Sodium Hydroxide 

GM – Goat’s Milk 

MSDS – Materials Safety Data Sheet 

PPO – Per Pound of Oil 

Soap Suppliers 
For a more complete list, check out our soap suppliers page at 
http://www.lovinsoap.com/soap-making-supplies/ 

Aroma Haven and Rustic Essentuals – www.rusticescentuals.com   

Aroma Haven offers fragrance oils, packaging, soap supplies, lip balm supplies and more!  

Bramble Berry - www.brambleberry.com   

Bramble Berry offers an extensive selection of soap & toiletry making products for everyone from the 
weekend hobbyist up to high-volume professional soap makers.  You'll find base oils, colorants, exfoliants, 
fragrance oils, essential oils, molds, packaging, kits and more! 

Elements Bath and Body - www.elementsbathandbody.com   

Elements offers wholesale soap making supplies, packaging, recipes, instructions and accessories. 

Essential Depot - www.essentialdepot.com   

Essential Depot offers a range of soapmaking supplies. They are whom I typically get food grade lye from.   

From Nature with Love - www.fromnaturewithlove.com   

From Nature With Love is a wholesale supplier of 1,750+ natural and complementary ingredients used in 
skin care, hair care, aromatherapy, massage, spa products, herbal preparations, soap making, potpourri 
and candle making. 

Mad Oils - www.madoils.com   

Mad Oils offers soapmaking supplies ranging from colorants to fragrances.  

New Directions Aromatics - www.newdirectionsaromatics.com   

NDA offers aromatherapy essential oils, cosmetic bases, candle making supplies, soap making supplies, spa 
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products, fragrant oils, specialty packaging & more. 

Peak Candle Supplies – www.peakcandle.com   

Peak Candle Making Supplies offers candle making supplies, soap making supplies, fragrance oils, and 
starter kits, all at wholesale prices. 

SFIC Corporation – www.sficcorp.com   

SFIC offers high quality melt and pour soap bases. 

Shay and Company – www.shayandcompany.com   

Shay and Company, Inc. is a distributor of a wide selection of oils, butters and soap making products, 
including many types of vegetable oils, a full line of liquid soaps.  several types of melt & pour soap bases 
and a selection of exotic butters that can be used in all types of soaps, toiletries and skin care products. 

Soaper's Choice - www.soaperschoice.com   

Soaper's Choice offers soapmaking base oils, butters, waxes and other ingredients.  They have excellent 
prices on bulk orders.  

Sweet Cakes Soapmaking Supplies – www.sweetcakes.com   

Sweet Cakes offer soapmaking supplies, base oils, fragrance oils, flavor oils, essential oils and more.   

The Herbarie – www.theherbarie.com   

The Herbarie offers ingredients for the cosmetics and toiletries, personal care, spa and wellness industries. 

The Lye Guy - www.thelyeguy.com   

The Lye Guy offers sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide. 

TKB Trading LLC - www.tkbtrading.com   

TKB offers a wide selection of micas for coloring soap and other body products. 

Wholesale Supplies Plus – www.wholesalesuppliesplus.com   

WSP offers melt and pour glycerin soap base, fixed oils, butters, colors, molds, packaging, fragrance and 
Essential Oils.  

Online Tutorials and Instructions 
Lovin’ Soap Studio 

www.lovinsoap.com– Amanda Gail’s tutorial based soap making site.  You’ll find tutorials, recipes and 
soapmaking articles.   

Soapmaking Trade Organizations 
Handcrafted Soap and Costmetic Guild 
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www.soapguild.org 

“The Handcrafted Soap and Cosmetic Guild is a non-profit trade association which works to promote and 
protect the handcrafted soap industry.”   

Indie Business Network 

www.indiebusinessnetwork.com 

“The Indie Business Network (IBN) helps independent (indie) business owners to maximize their potential 
through small business ownership. We are a business organization, dedicated to serving our members' 
business needs so they can focus on earning a fair profit and growing their companies.” 

Soapmaking Conferences, Seminars and Gatherings 
HSCG Annual Conference 

www.soapguild.org 

Texas Soap Maker’s Conference 

www.lonestarsoapandtoiletries.com 

Alabama Soap and Candle Association 

www.alabamasoapmeeting.com 
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About Amanda Gail 
Amanda Gail has built her career around providing education in her craft, soapmaking.  

In 2008, after learning the craft of soapmaking, Amanda started an educational blog at LovinSoap.com, 
which features step-by-step full color photographic tutorials, articles, troubleshooting advice and general 
information about soapmaking. She publishes eZines (online magazines) and eBooks on the topic of 
soapmaking and has written for industry publications such as Handmade Magazine, Saponifier and Soap 
Collaborative.       

In 2013 after a heart-moving trip to Haiti to teach a group of women who lived in a tent camp how to make 
soap, she decided that she would use her love of teaching to help as many women as possible in similar 
situations. With her partner, Benjamin Aaron, she created a not-for-profit whose aim was to teach women 
in developing nations the craft and the business of soapmaking, tackling two of poverty’s biggest issues — 
lack of access to hygiene and lack of economic opportunity for women. The Lovin’ Soap Project is a 
registered 501(c)(3) and is currently working in Haiti, Uganda, China and India and will continue to expand 
to other areas where women need opportunity.      

Connect with Amanda online at www.lovinsoap.com and learn more about Lovin’ Soap Project at 
www.lovinsoapproject.org! 

 



JOIN OUR FACEBOOK GROUP

I love soap so much that I made a Facebook group dedicated to soap making! 
My Facebook group, Saponification Nation, has grown into a large 

community of soapers who all share this love of soap. It is our own place on 
the web where we can support each other, share tips and tricks, share 

recipes, celebrate your wins, and troubleshoot your failures all in a positive, 
no drama atmosphere.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/saponificationnation/



